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Harper and the Unicorn
Once a dragon named Harper was walking through the jungle looking for fruit to eat. She heard a
sound behind an oak tree and went to investigate. She looked around and saw a beautiful white
unicorn! The unicorn was neighing painfully and Harper wondered what was wrong. She trotted
out and the unicorn neighed loudly, startled. Harper asked the unicorn, “What’s wrong?” The
unicorn said, “My leg is injured.” Harper said, “My name is Harper.” The unicorn said, ”Mine is
Lily.” Harper ran back to her dragon village and got some bandages. She ran back to Lily and
bandaged Lily’s leg. Lily said, “Thank you, but my magic is very low.” Harper knew how to fix
this. She had taken magic healing classes. She breathed fire on Lily’s horn and it sparkled. Lily
floated up into the air. She turned and said “Thank you!” before floating away.

Harper and the Mermaid
Harper was playing Dragonball high in the sky with her friends Kaya, Daco, and Leaf. She threw
the ball to Draco but instead of him catching it, it hit him in the wing! They all dove down to make
sure he was OK. Harper felt terrible and asked him, “Are you OK?” He said, “Yeah, I think so,
but my wing hurts.” Harper called two medical dragons, whose names were Darren and Hang.
They said to Harper, “He’s OK but his wing is pretty hurt. You need to find some Pinkadot Coral
to help prop his wing. He needs it like that to help it heal the right way.” “OK,” Harper said. She
flew off to the Forbidden Seas, the only place Pinkadot Coral grows. She took a deep breath and
dove down. She searched for a long time and finally found some Pinkadot Coral. She was about
to pull some off to bring to the surface, when she heard something! It sounded like a voice. She
spun around and saw a mermaid. It said, “What are you doing?” Harper said, “I’m getting some
Pinkadot Coral for my friend. His wing is very hurt. My name is Harper.” The mermaid said,
“I’m Layla and I can carry it to the surface for you.” So they swam to the surface and Layla gave
the coral to Harper and she flew back to Daco and gave the coral to Darra (the med. dragon) and
Darra fixed the coral on Daco’s wing. He stood up and wiggled his wing. He said it felt good.
Darra said he would have to rest his wing for a week. They waited a week for their friend and
finally he came out! From then on, they played Dragonball more carefully!

